1. Jake Sully is a soldier, why is he working as a scientist?
+ 
+ 
+ 
2. Is Pandora a planet or a moon?
3. What is an avatar?
+ 
+ 
+ 
4. Why doesn't the science Dept. head want Sully?
+ 
+ 
+ 
5. What are humans doing on Pandora?
+ 
+ 
+ 
6. What is Sully's special assignment?
+ 
+ 
+ 
7. What do the tree roots do that interests the scientists?
+ 
+ 
+ 
8. Why does the Navi female save Sully instead of shooting him?
+ 
+ 
+ 
9. Why do they say Sully is "stupid like a baby"?
+ 
+ 
+ 
10. What is Ewah?
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
Avatar worksheet
11. What is Taruk Maktow?
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
12. What does Jake tell Ewah about Earth/humans?
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
13. What does he ask Ewah to do?
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
14. Why doesn't Ewah take sides?
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
15. How does Ewah respond to Fakes prayer?
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
16. If the company represents big business, the military represents government & the Navi represents 3rd world people, Who do you think Jake Sully represents?
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
17. Compare this to what was said in "Story of Stuff"
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
18. What would be a better way to handle the natural resource "unobtanium"?
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
19. How does the planet Pandora compare to earth. Compare the climate, terrain, and main habitat.

20. Why was Sully chosen for this trip?

21. Describe in detail what an avatar is.

22. What technology is used in the human station? (three minimum)

23. Discuss the conflict between the humans and the Na’vi. What role do the scientists have in this conflict?
Compare this conflict with that of the Sioux Indians in South Dakota. (another page)

24. Compare and contrast the way the Na’vi use and rely on the forest for their survival with how modern humans use the earth.

25. Explain the phrase, “I see you” as used by the Na’vi.

26. What interaction seems to exists on Pandora between its organisms?

27. Open writing- Write a paragraph about your thoughts on this movie. (another page)

28. How did the flora and fauna of earth inspire the organisms on Pandora? Does the flora and fauna on earth deserve such awe?
29. How are scientists typically portrayed in movies? How are they portrayed in this movie?